Nonfiction
Writing
Samples 1-6
These writing samples are intended to show how student writing can be assessed using the
NWT-ELA writing standards. The samples were selected from student writing from across the
NWT. No one sample can accurately match every writing standard, so a number of samples
have been included. When assessing student writing (either for or of learning) it is important to
remember to use a variety of samples. The more samples you use, the more you can be confident in your observations.
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Grade 1

Grade One Writing
Students begin with simple drawings and labels then move to written descriptions and stories. By the end of grade one,
students are able to write in several genres (narrative, expository, letters, and poetry). They use previously modeled forms,
and often follow familiar sentence patterns. Although conventions are still not consolidated (there will still be approximated
spelling and other errors), the intent to communicate should be clear. Content usually is focused on personal experiences,
as well as areas of personal interest. Students begin to make connections between their own prior knowledge and
experiences and new learning. They also begin to paraphrase information found in texts, as well as beginning to put ideas
and information into sequential formats. Beginning writers will use initial/final consonant combinations along with some
medial vowels, expand their sight word base, and use classroom environmental print. Word walls, posted charts and
poems, big books, familiar texts, name cards, theme words, and other sources of text all contribute to the development of
independent writers in Grade One. Students also need lots of opportunity to write – shared and interactive writing, guided
writing, and independent writing time. It is also important for students to have choice in their writing – in topic, in genre, or
both They also begin to expand their ability to sort ideas and information, and begin to use graphic organizers such as
K-W-L, RANN, and “beginning-middle-end” charts.

Sample 1
Discussion:
This sample uses a journal entry format,
describing a common science activity in
Grade 1. There is an illustration
accompanied by several observations.
Although the piece is written as one very
long sentence, there are several thoughts
contained in it.. It is possible that the author
was asked to extend the journal entry by
adding details; this might explain the
repetition of the “leavses” and the apparent
after-thought of the kinds of seeds that were
planted. The use of “leavses” might indicate
either a copying error from a word wall or
other word centre or an overgeneralization
of adding “es” to make a plural. “Wensday”
and “uther” appear to be applying “sounding
out”, while “greer” (for green) is likely
another copying error. Although there is no
punctuation inside the piece and each idea
is connected with “and”, the author has
correctly placed capital letters where new
sentences should have begun.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description
- writing includes a few details
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence pattern
- writing is individual
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 2

Grade 1

Discussion: This sample is modeled on a simple expository book (similar to leveled early-reading texts). Each page has a
simple sentence and an accompanying illustration. The sample also shows the cover, with the title (author and illustrator
have been removed); it also has a “dedication” page. The content is made up of simple statements taken from either a personal experience or a more complex source that was listened to or viewed. These are likely the key ideas the author remembered. There are descriptive details (they put numbers on the bears, some bears live under cabins) and some of the
illustrations add further details (“don’t walk”, binoculars for the bear watch). There are some words related to the topic (polar
bears, bear watch). There are simple declarative sentences, but the author also use a question to introduce the subject, in
the same way many simple expository texts do. Punctuation and capitalization are inconsistent.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description
- writing includes a few details
- writing is modeled on a familiar organizational structure (simple expository book: picture and one line of text)
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the information)
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 3

Grade 1

Discussion:
This sample shows a comparison piece, likely based on class discussion. The class may also have used a graphic organizer, which would give support for the structure of the piece. Some of the word choice in this sample reflects class generated
ideas (“surrounding communities”, “population”) as does some of the sentence structure (”People both in Yellowknife and
the surrounding communities”, “important to the community because..”). The reference to “the Mcdonald” requires the illustration to understand that it refers to the hospital next to the McDonald’s restaurant. There is only one spelling error in the
sample (Mcdonald), possibly indicating some editing, at least for spelling. There are some omitted words on the first page,
which may mean the editing process was not complete.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experiences or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description; may include misconceptions
- writing includes a few details
- writing is modeled on familiar organizational structure (likely a graphic organizer)
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 4

Grade 1

Discussion:
This sample shows observations from a common Grade 1 science experiment. It is written as a book, with illustrations and
simple sentences. The structure is modeled on the simple expository books that are common in Grade 1 classrooms. The
information is understandable even without the illustrations. The sentences are very basic, with no additional detail or description, but the illustrations bring some further information (the seeds sprouting, a water jug, cups of seeds along a ledge).
Words such as “water”, “leaves”, and “stems” are specific to the topic of planting seeds. Although the sentence structure is
basic, it does carry some voice; the statements sound like a student’s descriptions of the events in each picture. The conventions is the sample are strong; the “p” in plants may be either upper case or simply misaligned on the line.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal experience or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description
- writing includes a few details
- writing makes sense independent of context setting illustration
- writing is modeled on a simple organizational structure
- uses words related to topic
- writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the information).
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 5

Grade 1
Discussion:
This sample shows a student summary of information about
a topic studied in class. There may have been specific
prompts for the information, or it may have been simply a
list of the information the student remembers or thought
was important. The structure of the piece is like a list, in that
there are no connections from one sentence to the next, but
this is typical of Grade 1 writing. The use of “deers” as a
plural could either be a dialectic variation or an overgeneralization of adding “s” to create plurals.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal interest or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description; may include misconceptions
(horns)
- writing includes a few details
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on a familiar organizational structure
(simple description)

- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the information)
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
Sample 6
Discussion:
This sample shows a summary of information about a topic studied in class.
The structure of the piece is still like a list, but there are two sentences that
connect ideas (“some foxes are white”, “some foxes are black”). There is
some variety in sentence length . There are specific words connected to the
topic (“enemies”, “related”, “hibernate”), but not a lot of description. Convention errors in spelling are minimal and do not interfere with the communication.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal interest or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description; may include misconceptions (hibernation)
- writing includes a few details
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on a familiar organizational structure (simple description)
- uses words related to topic
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- writing is individual (sounds like child is telling the information)
- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 7

Grade 1

Discussion:
This sample also shows a student summary of information about a topic studied in class. It provides a topic sentence as an introduction (“This is a hawk”), and then goes on to provide details. The last three sentences show a
logical connection of ideas. The author has used words related to the topic (“feathers”, “prey”) as well as descriptive
words (“sharp and pointy”). Although the conventions are a bit weak (capitalization and omitted words), the content
and voice are both strong.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic usually reflects personal interest or ideas from classroom study
- writing stays on topic
- content is a simple description; may include misconceptions
- writing includes a few details
- uses descriptive words
- writing makes sense independent of context-setting illustration
- writing is modeled on a familiar organizational structure (simple description)
- uses words related to topic
- uses descriptive words
- uses simple declarative sentence patterns
- writing is individual
- writing is engaging
- capitalizes first letter of names, “I”, and the beginning of sentences
- uses periods at the end of sentences
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Grade Two Writing
Students in Grade Two begin to expand their audiences and learn to use writing in varied ways, including sharing information and ideas, telling stories, persuading others, and using language to create images for others. Drama and readers’
theatre are popular choices with grade two students. Content begins to extend beyond self and family, to include things from
the community, as well as ideas and extensions of modeled text (books, films, TV, and other sources of text), memories,
and opinions. Students experiment with a wider variety of modeled forms and genres. There is usually a logical organizational sequence to the piece. Teachers need to continue to model through shared and guided writing. Grade Two’s can sustain longer periods of writing, and need longer, uninterrupted blocks of time to work on projects. As in previous years, students continue to need choices in topic, genre, or both. Grade Two writing becomes easier to read throughout the year as
students gain further control over writing conventions, however it is important to remember that some approximated spelling
is still to be expected. Continued time for reading aloud each day to students is also very important. Teachers can create
mini-lessons using material taken from favourite read-alouds to illustrate such concepts as descriptive language, compound
sentences, showing rather than telling details, etc. Students begin to experiment with new vocabulary, sentence patterns,
and organizational sequences.
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Grade 2
Sample 1

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title gives topic
- follows simple research organizational patterns (graphic organizer)

Discussion:
This sample is a KWL (Know-Want to KnowLearned) chart about rabbits. Each column is a
set of facts. The first and third columns (Know &
Learned) share some connections (babies, carrots); what was learned is not connected to the
questions in the centre column. Also, the author
has generally used complete sentences in the
chart, as well as punctuation. These points
might indicate that the chart is being used as an
activity, but is not actually being used as a tool
to record research information. The spelling errors show the use of spelling patterns (“bayby”
with the /–ay/ family and then the /y/ ending
that sounds like /e/; “wack” instead of “walk”))
and poorly applied generalizations (/’s/ in
“grown up’s” but no apostrophe in “cant”). The
confusion between “their” and “there” (in the last
column) is common in grade 2.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, or structural analysis
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
Sample 2
Description:
This sample is a student summary of information about a topic most likely
studied in class. It provides descriptive details (furry animals, flat tails that
look like paddles) and uses words that are specific to the topic (swim underwater, slap their tails, danger). The sentence construction shows combinations of ideas using transition words like “with” and “so”. The piece is
interesting to read, but the spelling errors do interfere somewhat with
communication. The over-generalized use of hyphens to continue words
on the next line is also distracting, but not uncommon in grade 2.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows simple research organizational patterns
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
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Sample 3

Grade 2

Discussion: This sample is a student summary of knowledge about bats. There is a graphic organizer recording ideas,
then summary statements are generated from the ideas. Not all of the ideas are included in the summary statements; this
may be because there was not enough space on the second page to accommodate all the ideas. However, there were
ideas included in the summary statements that are not on the graphic organizer page, so it may also mean that the student did not use the graphic organizer in the way it was intended to be used. This is not uncommon in grade 2. The content is specific, and the vocabulary in both the graphic organizer and the summary page is generally related to the topic
(bat home, nectar, nocturnal, attics). While the sentences still follow a fairly basic subject-verb pattern, there are some
more sophisticated patterns as well (Bats look like they have very big eyes, and very big ears. Bats like attics and homes
to live in. Bats live in bat homes, too.). Many words are spelled correctly. Errors tend to be around letter combinations
(“eaes” for “eyes”, “ers” for “ears”, “lerd” for “learned”) but there are phonetic errors (“cut” for “cute”, “berns” for “barns”,
“noctchrnl” for “nocturnal”) and some that are likely visual errors (“to” for “too”).
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- title or opening sentence gives topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (simple research)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural analysis
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 4

Grade 2

Discussion: This sample is a lengthy research project
that uses a set of graphic organizers with predetermined headings. Once the information has been
collected in the graphic organizer, the ideas are written
as sentences in the first draft. There is evidence of adult
support in revising and editing. Based on the language
and sentence structure, it would appear that some of
the sentences have been copied directly from the
sources, as they are significantly more complex than
the rest of the text. This is not uncommon with primary
students, who may struggle with putting ideas from a
source into their own words. The first draft also contains
information that does not appear in the graphic organizer. There is also an idea about muskrat that is not included in the draft.
The vocabulary in the draft is appropriate, although
there are words included that are likely not the student’s
own (inhabiting, life span, chocolate brown grasslands).
The sentences are generally simple patterns, and are
all declarative. More complex sentence structure stands
out as being possibly copied from the source text (Bison
live in parks and reserves, inhabiting flat grasslands;
From thousands of years ago to a few hundred, one
animal has shaped the North America’s Indigenous
People).
Because of the erratic sentence structure, it is more
difficult for the audience to engage in the writing. There
is little sense of the student telling the information; rather it is a recitation of facts. This may indicate that the
student was not particularly engaged with the topic; it
also may be that a second draft would bring more
“voice” to the piece.
MEETING STANDARDS

Continued on next page
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Sample 4, cont’d

Grade 2

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- title or opening sentence
gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form
(simple research)
- word choice is appropriate
for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses some descriptive
words to create an image
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- uses conventional spelling
for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural
analysis
- sometimes uses periods,
question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but
basic communication is understandable
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Sample 5

Grade 2
Discussion: This sample is a summary of observations based on a shared
classroom experience. For the observations to make sense, the reader has to
infer what the experience was, but it is possible to do that and the student voice
is quite clear in the piece. The sentence structure is repetitive, but reflects the
prompt at the top of the page. When students start with a set format, it is not
uncommon to have this kind of repetition at this grade.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (simple experiment)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages the audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural analysis
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
Sample 6
Discussion: This sample is a collection of facts. The
author has used a “question/answer” format to engage
the audience. The questions do not have a strong connection, but the information in the answers flows logically. The explanation of the term “territory” shows a
good use of a standard expository format. The piece
has no real conclusion; it ends with another fact, although the fact is connected to the previous information.
The sentence structure is varied and keeps the piece
interesting. The word choice is strong, and uses vocabulary that is specific to the topic (“territory”, “pack”).
The spelling and punctuation makes the piece easy to
read.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title or opening sentence gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (simple research)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages the audience
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural analysis
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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Sample 6

Grade 2

Discussion: This sample shows a completed research project.
It has simple notes completed on a graphic organizer with predetermined headings. The information is then put into a first
draft and edited for spelling, grammar, and punctuation. The
final draft adds bold print for emphasis, and illustrations and
captions. The final draft is very similar to the format used in
many grade level expository texts. There are a variety of sentence patterns, which add variety and interest to the piece. The
final draft has well-edited spelling and punctuation, making it
easy to read.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS
Continued on next page
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Sample 6, cont’d

Grade 2

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- writing stays on topic
- content is a collection of ideas
- writing includes simple details
- title or opening sentence gives topic
- middle follows topic
- follows organizational structure appropriate to form (simple research)
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses words related to topic
- uses descriptive words to create an image
- uses a variety of simple sentence patterns
- writing engages the audience
- may show emphasis by using different sizes of print
- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency words
- uses spelling generalizations, patterns, and structural analysis
- sometimes uses periods, question marks, and exclamation marks
- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable
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By Grade Three, most students are consolidating their writing skills. They are able to use their growing competencies in
speaking, writing, and representing to communicate ideas and information or to persuade others to a particular point of view.
Students experiment with new vocabulary and sentence structure and try out different ways to organize and present their
material. They also may use dialogue as a way to advance the plot. Generally, Grade Three students do not have good control over the use of quotation marks and other dialogue conventions, and it is often difficult to follow the plot unless the student reads the piece aloud. This can be opportunity for a small-group mini-lesson on keeping the audience in mind when
writing, and the strategies authors use to make it clear who is talking, and when the speakers change. Although quotation
marks are not expected to be mastered until Grade Four they can certainly be introduced at this level because so many students begin to use dialogue. Writing has a clear introduction and follows a logical sequence. Students begin to write for a
wider variety of audiences, Students are now able to do some self- and peer editing, checking for errors in conventions. Students can also edit for completeness of thoughts and basic sentence structure. Teachers need to continue to model a variety of writing genres, stressing the connections between receptive and expressive language. Mini-lessons to teach author’s
craft also help to expand the grade three student’s growing repertoire of skills. Students are becoming more aware of traditional story patterns and are trying to incorporate those in their own writing. Oral discussion now includes sharing opinions
as well as information, and students are able to support their opinions with evidence and details.
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Sample 1

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a simple description of a classroom experience. It uses some descriptive language (“bright
as a bumble bee”) and some language specific to the topic
(“training”, “general duty officer”). The ideas are all related to
the topic, but are not connected to each other so the piece
does not flow well. It does, however, have good voice. The
author engages the reader through variation in sentence
length, language, and sentence type (exclamatory and declarative). This sample appears to be a first draft; there are a
number of spelling errors that slow down the reader, as well
as a few missing words. However, the intent of the communication is still clear and relatively easy to understand.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- main ideas are supported with some evidence (described
with facts)
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- simple conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses some descriptive language to create an image
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident (sensing the person behind the words)
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- uses capitalization correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
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Sample 2

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a simple research
piece. Each piece of information is written as a
separate idea; it is more like a list than a connected piece of writing. The word choice and sentence
structure indicate that some of the information has
likely been copied directly from the source (“Polar
bear’s main prey”, “most numerous seal in the Arctic”, “living symbol of the Arctic”, “one of the most
ferocious of all bears”). By grade 3, students
should be able to record information in their own
words. The repetitive nature of the sentence structure does create an expository tone, similar to simple “Did You Know?” books, without the questions.
The format is not particularly engaging for the audience, as the statements are not really connected
to one another, so the piece doesn’t flow very well.
The spelling and punctuation are strong and the
piece is easy to read; the format and voice, however, do not meet the grade level standard.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high frequency words correctly; unfamiliar
words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 3

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a summary of research information found in texts. Most of the piece appears to be written
in the student’s own words, although there are some phrases
that sound quite sophisticated compared to the rest of the
piece (“chubby and streamlined bodies”, “close relatives of the
beluga”, “special vertebrae that allows them to turn their
head”). Each item of information is presented in a separate
paragraph, indicating an basic understanding of the purpose
of paragraphing (starting a new idea); however, the ideas do
not flow well and there are no transition words. The source
titles are cited, but without authors. By grade 3, students
should be recording both the title of the source and the author.
Even though some of the information is in the student’s own
words, there is not a clear sense of voice from the piece. The
tone is consistent with sharing information but there is little
sense of the author’s perspective or personality in the piece.
Spelling is generally good (some there/their confusion); there
are a few problems with sentence structure, including number
agreement and internal punctuation (“Narwhals diet”, “”There
enemies are … and Inuit kill 1000 narwhals a year”). Proofreading with a partner or adult might catch these errors.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
- lists titles (but not authors) of sources used
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Sample 5

Grade 3

Continued on next page

Discussion: This sample shows a multi-step research project with a graphic organizer for recording information in pre
-determined categories, a first draft, and a second draft that includes illustrations and captions. The note-making
starts well in the first column, using key words, but then the student begins to write in sentences for the remaining
three sections. This limits the amount of information that can be recorded and also makes it more likely that the student will simply copy the information from the graphic organizer to the first draft, rather than considering the points
and then putting them together in a logical sequence. There is evidence of revision from the first draft to the second
draft, changing sentence type and length, as well as some editing. Some of the pictures and captions are photocopied, but there are no sources noted for them. There are also hand-drawn illustrations and hand-written labels and captions, indicating an understanding of the use of such text features. The final draft also has some examples of bold
print being used for emphasis. The final draft of the piece follows the same organizational pattern that was set up in
the graphic organizer, with the information divided into the four categories. Although the information in each category
is connected to that specific section, the connections between ideas in each section are not clear and the sections do
not flow as well as they should. Each section still reads like a set of unconnected facts. Despite this, however, there is
still a sense of voice in the piece, and the content is strong.
MEETING STANDARDS
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Sample 5, cont’d

Grade 3

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- describes the topic with
facts
- includes descriptive
details
- topic is stated at the
beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose (includes heading, illustrations, and
captions
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses some descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 4

Grade 3

Continued on next page
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Sample 4, cont’d

Grade 3
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Sample 4, cont’d

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a more complex piece of research. There is a note-taking frame based on pre-determined
categories, and then a space for the first draft of the section underneath. It is evident that the author took care to include
each item from the notes (see the checkmarks). There is some evidence of revision between the first and second drafts.
The ideas presented on each page of the second draft are all connected to the specific heading; some sections flow better than others. The use of transition words between ideas might help. The author has also included illustrations, captions, and diagrams in the second draft. The labeling and organization of the piece show a good understanding of the use
of text features in expository writing (cutaways, labeled diagrams, table of contents). Although the piece is not particularly
neat or easy to read, there is a strong voice in this sample that is evident in the variation in sentence type and length,
word choice, and the illustrations and captions. The effort to match the text and the illustrations and diagrams shows a
good understanding of the craft of writing expository text. There are no sources listed for the research, which should be
included in grade 3.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- describes the topic with facts
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses some descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 6

Grade 3

Discussion: This sample is a summary of information learned through a
cultural experience. The author has used the structure of the day
(different activities throughout the day) to organize the writing. There is a
separate introduction and conclusion, and each paragraph discusses a
separate topic (the beaver, the raven, and trapping). There are good transitions between the paragraphs, and the information in each paragraph
also flows fairly well. There is an effort to use different sentence lengths
and to change the sentence beginnings to add interest and make it more
interesting to read. An editing conference might have caught the errors in
the piece (punctuation, spelling, and repeated words) which would have
improved the overall appearance of the piece. However, the content, organization, and craft make it an excellent piece of writing.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is clear
- describes the topic with facts
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose
- simple conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses some descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and some compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- uses own words
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most high frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Students in Grade Four write for a variety of purposes and audiences and are able to set more specific purposes for writing. They are expanding their informational writing, including information from a variety of sources and looking at different
techniques and forms to convey their meaning. Narrative writing uses dialogue and description to show action; the content expands to include imagination and fantasy. In Grade Four, students begin to organize their writing in paragraphs.
Students continue to require focused mini-lessons on the author’s craft to develop their skills; they understand how visuals can help to focus the attention of the reader or to emphasize ideas. They also are able to adapt their language use to
particular audiences and purposes and begin to use resources such as dictionaries, a thesaurus, or a spell checker to
support conventions. Shared, guided, and independent writing time continue to be important within the class schedule.
Students in grade four continue to need opportunities to share their work with others, and to write for real audiences and
purposes.
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Sample 1

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample states that it is an essay, although the
format is not continued after the first paragraph. It may be that the
author was experimenting with a new format or was not familiar
with what would be expected in an essay (introduction, body with
information and supporting details, and conclusion). The topic,
hunting buffalo, is stated in the title and in the first paragraph. The
remainder of the piece talks about Métis community rules, although not all of these are specific to buffalo hunting. The author
struggles with maintaining tense and point of view (shift from past
tense to present between second and third paragraph; “first time a
hunter...his bridle and saddle...second time he breaks...your coat”)
as well as trying to be consistent in listing the rules. Control over
sentence structure is also weak in places (“women would prepare
meals, make clothing (do anything but what the men do)”; “…
yelled at their name and called thief”).
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence: information is factual; may
include unnecessary information
- topic is stated in the beginning
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 2

Discussion: This sample is a response to a prompt. The topic is
stated in the first sentence, and it is organized in a logical
sequence. There is generally good variety in sentence length,
although there is some over-reliance on “then” as the most
common conjunction. The piece uses some good descriptive
language (“slowly poke my head out”; “quickly and quietly pack
up”; “while keeping an eye out for the bear”). Voice is evident is
the piece, through interesting word choice and the variety in
sentence length.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence: information is factual
- topic is stated in the beginning
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to topic

- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- uses some transition words
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses commas and apostrophes
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 3

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample follows a standard Science experiment format, although
it is missing the “Procedure” section, which leaves a significant gap in the intended communication. The rest of the information is well presented; the hypothesis is
not particularly clear, but trying to include multiple possibilities in the hypothesis is
not uncommon for grade 4. The information in the “Results” section is also minimal; more details would make the summary statement carry more meaning. The
author has used bold print and increased font size to add emphasis. Having the
entire piece centred on the page (rather than right-aligned) may have been intentional, or it may be a result of trying to centre the headings.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main idea is supported with evidence
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the
writing purpose (headings)
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for the intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses some transition words
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically

Sample 4

Discussion: This sample uses a Science experiment format. It is well
organized. Some of the points are a bit unclear, primarily due to unclear word choice (“pick time to rub balloons on head”; “short hair will
make the balloons stay longer”). Once the reader has inferred that the
experiment is about creating static electricity, it is easier to make sense
of the piece. There is a chart included in the piece, adding detail to the
results. As well, the author has chosen to use underlining and circling
to enhance the organization and make the piece easier to read.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain topic: information is factual
- main idea is supported with evidence
- topic is stated in the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose (headings)
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for the intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses words that add clarity and detail
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses apostrophes
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 5

Grade 4

Discussion: This sample models a brochure format, folded in thirds with information on both sides of the paper. The centre section on the back is empty. The
two sections of the inside of the brochure that give information have the same
heading (“Saturn”); each idea is contained in a paragraph, although the paragraphing is not formatted clearly (no indents, no spacing between paragraphs).
While students are working with paragraphing in grade 4, they still require guidance and support, and are not expected to be able to paragraph independently.
There are no connections between the paragraphs, and so the two sections read
more like a list than a connected piece. The multiple choice questions have the
answers embedded in the text, but there are no specific answers given, indicating
the author has not yet mastered this text feature. There are illustrations and a caption, indicating some familiarity with that text feature. The language is descriptive,
particularly in the “questions” section, and in the caption. The sources for the information presented in the brochure are not recorded.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- may include unnecessary information
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses descriptive language to create an image
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 6

Grade 4

Discussion: This sample follows the format of a standard science experiment
write-up. The sections are specific to the format and each contains adequate
information. Unfortunately, not all of the information is clearly presented, so
understanding does falter (“What will roll down faster a ramp”; “(RAMP, books
(height) and toilet paper”). Sentence structure is quite basic; the piece does
not really engage the reader. The author has used underlining, headings, and
bold and uppercase letters for emphasis, indicating some understanding
about using text features. The “Results” section lists the order of speed down
the ramp. The final sentence (“Next time I will make sides for it and make it
higher”) presumably refers to the ramp, but is out-of-context. There is no discernable voice in this piece, and so it is not particularly interesting to read.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to
the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses some transition words
- writing creates tone that is consistent with the content
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 7

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample uses a simple essay format with an introduction to state the topic (“Basketball is my sport of the day”) and
separate paragraphs for sub-topics. There is no concluding paragraph. The author has attempted to explain a complex game and
assumes a great deal of background knowledge on the part of the
reader. However, this is not uncommon in grade 4. The author’s
voice comes through clearly. In fact, several sections of the piece
are written exactly the same way they would have been spoken. The
purpose of the hyphens in “drib-ble” is not clear, but may be for emphasis. There is good variation in sentence length, and the author
works hard to engage the audience
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence; information is factual
- topic is stated at the beginning
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- uses capitalization correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication

Sample 8
Discussion: This sample is a descriptive paragraph. The
author introduces the topic and then provides details and
examples. Although the paragraph is titled “Buffalo Hunt”
Some of the information is only loosely related to that topic,
but generally the focus on the topic is maintained. There is
a concluding sentence for the paragraph. There are some
problems with tense consistency and complete sentences,
but this is still a developing skill for many grade 4 students.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence; may include
unnecessary information
- topic is stated at the beginning
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident

- uses capitalization correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 9

Grade 4

Discussion: This is an opinion piece that supports an
opinion (hunting is fun) with a number of examples.
Although there are some errors in spelling and punctuation, and some typing errors, the piece has good content and organization, and it engages the audience.
The author first tries to persuade you that you will enjoy the activity and then gives advice on how to be
safe while doing it. There is generally good control
over sentence structure (the run-on sentence in the
second paragraph might be a typing error) and some
correct use of commas in the compound sentences,
however this is not consistent. There is some good
description (“wring the goose’s neck”; “even though it
stinks”; “if you like to try new things, hunting is for
you”) although the word choice is not particularly imaginative. The word choice and descriptive phrases do
give a sense of the author and the piece has good
voice.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence; explains opinions and ideas
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- uses some transition words
- writing engages audience
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with the content
- voice is evident
- uses capitalization correctly
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 10

Grade 4

Discussion: This samples attempts to explain a
game. It assumes a lot of background
knowledge and leaves out some significant
pieces of information, but it still manages to
convey the gist of the process to the reader.
The piece combines a point form list as part of
the introduction. The remainder of the text,
started under a new heading, is basically one
long paragraph, indicating the student has not
yet mastered paragraphing. The piece contains
some good transition words (“First”, “If”, Now
that’s how you…”) and makes use of text features such as capitalizing (“WINS!”), ellipsis
(…), and exaggerated punctuation (large exclamation marks). There is enthusiasm in the
piece and th author appears to making a
strong effort to persuade you that you will like
this game. The piece easily engages the reader.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are supported with evidence; information is factual
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical
way that is connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- uses some transition words
- writing engages audience
- voice is evident
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words
are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses apostrophes
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 11

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence; information is factual
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected
to the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- spells most words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses commas
- errors do not interfere with communication

Discussion: This sample is a piece of research. It shows the graphic organizer
used for collecting the information, the first
draft (which contains some editing) and a
final draft that includes some illustrations
and labels. The first draft shows some
changes from the original notes, putting the
ideas into sentences a bit differently and
choosing to leave out some information.
There is an effort to use internal punctuation including commas and colons. The
introduction to the piece is not strong; the
author starts to immediately talk about the
animal’ appearance after saying that it is a
carnivore. Grade 4 students often struggle
with explaining the topic before they begin
sharing the information. The concluding
paragraph starts off well, but then has an
unconnected idea stuck on at the end.
Once again, this is not unusual for grade 4.
The sentence structure is quite repetitive,
and this makes the piece less engaging.
There is little sense of the author in this
piece. The tone is consistent with a
“report”, but does not make an effort to excite the reader about the topic.
MEETING STANDARDS
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Sample 12

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample is a comparison essay. It has an introduction, comparisons, and a
conclusion. The author includes the similarities
between the two creatures in the first paragraph, then goes on to contrast them in the
second. Both characters are taken from an
outside source, and some background
knowledge on the part of the reader is assumed. The control of sentence structure
falters in some areas, especially in the contrasting points (“Such as the Griffin has curled
claws where as the Manticore’s are straight”,;
“The Griffin hears all where with the Manticore
it doesn’t say”). However, some sentences
show better control (“They each have heads,
but the Manticore’s is human”; “The Manticore
has human in him but the Griffin does not”).
This variation is common in grade 4 as students work with more complicated sentence
structures. The conclusion restates the main
idea (different, but with many things in common). The use of first person in the conclusion
is also common in grade, as students may still
not have complete control over maintaining a
specific point of view.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence; explains opinions and ideas
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses commas and apostrophes
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Sample 13

Grade 4
Discussion: This sample shows a complete Science experiment write-up. The format is clear and specific, the information is easy to follow, and the text is supported
by a chart and a graph. There is an inconsistency between the hypothesis and the
results statement, but that is likely a transcription error. There are some sentence
structure problems in the results, with incomplete sentences being used. This appears to be a pattern that is followed without actually going back to proofread the
final product. The piece is well laid out, and the chart, graph, and cover illustration
all serve to support the text.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes sufficient information to explain the topic
- main ideas are supported with evidence; explains opinions and
ideas
- includes descriptive details
- topic is stated at the beginning
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion is stated
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary related to the topic
- uses a variety of simple and compound sentences
- writing engages audience
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses capitalization correctly
- uses end punctuation correctly
- uses commas and apostrophes
- errors do not interfere with communication
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Students in Grade Five continue to refine their writing skills in multiple genres. They are able to make notes (with
guidance) and integrate into their writing ideas and information from several sources. They are able to experiment with different organizational formats and genres to share their ideas and information. Grade Five students are becoming more
aware of their own voices when they write, and begin to try to develop their uniqueness. They become better able to structure their writing in paragraphs using a logical plot sequence (for narrative) and different organizational formats (compare/
contrast, cause and effect, etc.) for informational text. The actions and/or events are often structured to advance the plot,
and the ending is often contrived to fit the actions and the story problem. As the middle of the piece becomes more complex,
it may be harder to tie up all the loose ends. They develop more control over conventions including tense and spelling. Students use expanded vocabulary in their writing, and are becoming more able to match word choice to audience and purpose
for writing. They pay more attention to the connections between form, purpose, and audience, and begin to apply the
“writing process” in different situations (video production, slide shows, drama, music, etc.). Time to work on self-selected
pieces, with lots of opportunity and support to craft and refine them, continues to be important.
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Sample 1

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is written as a newspaper article, using a fictional
set of facts. The author demonstrates some understanding of the format.
The piece contains an interesting headline and sub-heading (“Rich Gal
leaves $2,000,000 to pet poodle” and “Millionairess’ Siamese cats have his
fit, says lawyer”). It has an introduction, provides details, and has a conclusion. It is also organized in paragraphs, with the most important information
given in the beginning and the end. The middle section of the piece gives
the details of the online bidding, even though the introduction says that the
sale will be held in the future, making the piece somewhat more difficult to
follow. Also, the details provide information that is not directly connected to
the beginning of the piece. This kind of “run on” information still happens in
Grade 5; revision work that focused on making the message clear might
have helped. The introductory sentence shows a lack of control with sentence structure that is also apparent in other places in the text. There are
errors in conventions that might have been corrected with a conference or
further proofreading.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- includes descriptive details
- includes unnecessary information
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind

- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting
details and ideas
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in
content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience

- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning

Sample 2
Discussion: This sample is a newspaper article based on fictional information. The headline and sub-heading set up the piece, and the introduction continues the topic. The details in the middle section are somewhat
vague (“weird questions and outfits”, “hiding away in a UFO”, “planted
thoughts about Elvis Presley”) and the actual interview is the weakest
point of the article, with only one question that is not really connected to
the previous information and a vague and predictable response. The conclusion to the piece is not clearly connected to the information given in
the beginning (watching the movie “Signs”), although ending with the
“town advisory” is a clever concluding sentence. There are some grammar and convention errors that interfere somewhat with the clarity of the
communication. Conferencing or proofreading likely would improve the
final quality.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details
and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content

- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 3

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is a description that gives a number of examples related to a specific topic. There is no introductory sentence (the
piece starts with examples) but there is a conclusion. The details are
quite general, but are all connected to the topic. Sentence structure is
well-controlled and there is some variation in length and beginnings.
There is not much descriptive language, nor is there much evidence of
voice, but the piece is well constructed and flows nicely.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning

Sample 4
Discussion: This sample is a newspaper article written using fictional information. It provides the “5W’s” in the piece, leading with “who” and
“what”. It also includes a quote. The information is basic, but it is clearly
presented and the piece flows nicely.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/ purpose in mind
- beginning states topic
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected
to the writing purpose (includes diagram and caption)
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 5

Grade 5
Discussion: This sample is a
simple research project containing categorized information
and unlabeled photos. The introduction includes a physical
description of the emu. The
subsequent sections each describe a specific aspect of the
bird, including five interesting
facts, which are not really connected to one another, other
than they are deemed to be
interesting. The final paragraph
serves as a conclusion. The
author wraps up the piece and
offers an opinion on the emu
that refers back to the introduction. The sentence structure is
generally well controlled and
there is variety in sentence
length and sentence beginnings.
MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- may include unnecessary information
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- may include unnecessary information
- beginning states topic
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to
the writing purpose
- conclusion is supported by the information in the content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation-spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 6

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is a “how to” description of playing a game. Although
it is supposed to be an expository piece of text, the author does not appear to
have a clear understanding of some of the features of that genre. The planning is done as a B-M-E (although the secondary descriptors—what, how,
and why— are suited to an expository piece), and the piece itself starts with
“Once upon a time…”. The piece does, however, have very clear voice, and is
generally well-organized, although it does presume some background
knowledge about the game (the purpose of the game is more clearly described in the planning section than in the piece itself). There are some good
descriptors (“challenge”, “equipment”, “energy”) and the sentence variation
keeps the piece interesting to read. The introduction (once past the “once upon a time” section) works well, as does the conclusion. Some of the sentence
connections are a bit unclear, but generally the piece flows quite well.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting
details and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is
connected to writing purpose (weak transitions between
paragraphs)
- conclusion is supported by information in content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex

- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- voice is evident
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning
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Sample 7

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is an explanation of an event. It contains both facts and opinions. The premise on which the explanation is based is obviously fictional, but the information is factual.
There are a number of text features incorporated in this piece,
including sidebars and headings , as well as a recipe. The author’s voice comes through clearly in the piece and an effort is
made to engage the audience as though they were the alien. The
interjections (“You do? Great. I’ll show you”, and “Huh?? You
don’t know how to play those?”) add interest to the piece. Maintaining that kind of specific point of view is difficult at Grade 5,
and this is done well. Errors in conventions (punctuation, capitalization, and spelling) are evident, but do not impede the meaning.
A conference or proofreading would catch most of the errors.
MEETING STANDARDS
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Sample 7, cont’d

Grade 5

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting
details and ideas
- information is organized in a logical/meaningful way that is
connected to writing purpose (includes illustrations)
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in
content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context

- uses descriptive language to create an image, including
adjectives and adverbs
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex
sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content

Sample 8

Discussion: This sample uses historical information in a letter format;
some of the information is factual (“just reached the Pacific Ocean”, “I
saw beautiful mountains”, “I can make a map of Canada”) and some
is interpretive (“I was tired and hungry”, “our dog is good to us”, “I
have lots of friends helping me”) based on the author’s prior
knowledge. The piece is somewhat disjointed (not all the sentences
flow logically) but the communication is still clear. Both the focus and
the point of view are maintained, which helps with the readability. The
format of the letter is weak (date and greeting on the same line, no
paragraphing) but the piece is being written to explore the content,
rather than as an authentic letter.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- includes descriptive details
- may include unnecessary information
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that is connected to the writing purpose (weak transitions between
sections)
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for specific purpose
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 9

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is an autobiography.
The piece contains a basic introduction and conclusion, and provides lots of details. The body of
the piece is divided into paragraphs and each
paragraph contains details about a specific topic.
There are a few examples included in the piece,
and some descriptive language (kind, friendly,
adventurous) but the language does not serve to
create any specific images. The piece is wellconstructed, but the information reads more like a
list than an interesting autobiography. There is
very little voice in the piece. This sample shows
good writing skills, but it does not engage the
audience particularly well.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce some supporting details and ideas
- information is organized in a logical/meaningful way that is connected to the writing purpose
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in the content
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses descriptive language to create an image, including adjectives and adverbs
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 10

Grade 5

Discussion: This sample is written as a speech, to be presented orally. Because it was not intended to be read by others
(but rather to be listened to), conventions such as punctuation, spelling, and capitalization are not as important as the content. The piece contains a good introduction, using question to ignite the listener’s interest. The use of “First”, “Secondly”,
and “Lastly” give structure to the piece and show a familiarity with those organizational structures. Each paragraph contains
a main idea and supporting details and/or examples. The language used is not particularly vivid or descriptive, but the piece
works together well, and it does sound like a grade five student speaking.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- topic is focused and maintained
- main ideas are expanded through examples and conclusions
- main ideas are supported with evidence
- includes descriptive details
- content is developed with audience/purpose in mind
- beginning states topic and may introduce supporting details and ideas
- information is organized in a meaningful/logical way that
is connected to writing process
- conclusion, though brief, is supported by information in
content

- word choice is appropriate for audience
- uses descriptive language to create an image
(adjectives, adverbs, comparisons)
- uses a variety of simple, compound, and some complex
sentences
- uses varied sentence lengths
- uses some transition words
- writing engages audience for a specific purpose
- voice is evident
- writing creates tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning
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Grade Six students are becoming more proficient in revising and crafting their representations. They keep their audience
and purpose in mind when choosing the genre to use as well as the appropriate language and vocabulary. They understand
the power of well-crafted material to move and persuade others, and focus on enhancing their work to improve their communication. They are able to delete irrelevant or unnecessary information as well as adding details. Vocabulary choices reflect
an understanding of the ambiguity of language and the ability to convey various shades of meaning. Presentations show
evidence of planning and an understanding of organizational formats specific to genres. Students also begin to adapt organizational formats to meet specific needs according to their audience and purpose. Grade Six students write for their own purposes and to express their own messages. They continue to need time to work on pieces that are sustained over a longer
period of time. Modeling and mini-lessons continue to be an important part of the learning process for Grade Six students.
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Sample 1

Grade 6

Discussion: This sample is a brief biography, giving a
list of facts about a fellow student. There is no real introduction (nothing that sets a purpose); the piece sets out
facts about the student (birth date, family, where she
has lived), then goes on to list favourite things. The final
sentence makes a good conclusion, and is the only
place where the author’s voice is apparent. There is no
paragraphing in this piece, which makes the changes in
ideas seem more pronounced. Although it is still quite
easy to follow, it does not flow smoothly. Some sentences combine ideas that are not connected (“She is best
at running and wants to be a teacher”) and some leave
the reader wondering what the significance might be
(“When she gets older, she wants to go to Wembly).
The formatting of the piece (centred on the page, hardto-read font, and no paragraphing) are not consistent
with grade 6 standards.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- descriptive details enhance piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses descriptive language to create an image (interesting words and phrases including comparatives and superlatives
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end and internal punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 2

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample is written as a newspaper article.
The information being used is realistic, but fictional. The
author apparently has some gaps in prior knowledge which
are apparent in the descriptions (“found something in the
bushes”, “old backpack”, “ancient way back in 1830”). The
article is built around answering the 5 W’s, but still carries a
sense of “telling a story”. The plan is a better summary of
the information than the actual article is, which may indicate
that the author is not particularly comfortable with the format of a newspaper article. There is no clear introduction,
and the conclusion is weak. The editing marks for the third
paragraph do not show a good understanding of paragraphing.
APPROACHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- descriptive details enhance piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and
ideas
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly
impede meaning
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Sample 3

Grade 6

Discussion: This is a simple research project. It has a very broad
focus (Neptune) and has information grouped into categories
with headings and sub-headings.
The research is presented in a
brochure format. The research
contains significant inaccuracies.
These, along with sudden shifts of
focus, might indicate that the information was copied in parts
from a book, rather than compiled
from a source through notes and
summarization. Some of the
headings are specific to the information (Satellites, Rings) while
others contain extraneous information (History, Moons). There is
very little background information
given, and a lot of prior
knowledge is needed by the reader to make sense of much of the
information. While the piece is
technically quite good (headings,
illustrations, facts, statistical information, and conventions) the content is lacking in meaning. Also,
there are no references cited,
which is a notable gap.
APPROCHING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- descriptive details enhance piece
- writing is organized in paragraphs and follows the appropriate organizational pattern for the genre (brochure); includes photos and illustrations
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses descriptive language to create an image with comparisons
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 4

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample is a persuasive piece, attempting to
argue for more free time for students. The piece is divided into
three paragraphs, but each paragraph seems to have the
same main idea. The first sentence in the introduction hooks
the reader, and then the author goes on to provide some examples and supporting details. The final sentence in the last
paragraph attempts to frame the conclusion, but it is not clearly connected to the rest of the text. Several of the sentences
contain lists of feelings or activities; these tend to make the
piece less interesting to read. The word choice is basic, and
the sentence structure is generally simple or compound. However, the author’s voice does come through clearly.
APPROACHING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through examples
- descriptive details enhance the piece

- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- conclusion can be a summary of main ideas
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end and internal punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning

Sample 5
Discussion: This sample is a “human interest article” based on historical information. Although the title is not particularly interesting, the
piece itself engages the reader. It provides some specific details. The
word choice is specific, and the sentence structure is varied in length.
There are simple and compound sentences. The final sentence provides a conclusion and clearly shows the author’s voice.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- descriptive details enhance piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- conclusion is a summary of main ideas
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident

- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end and internal punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 6

Grade 6

Discussion: This sample is an essay. It uses some
factual information (hazards of smoking, second hand
smoke) but not in specific terms, and there are no
sources cited. There is a strong personal connection
and the author’s voice is clear. The introduction is
basic and the conclusion is included at the end of the
last paragraph, as a summary of the final sub-topic
rather than of the whole piece. However, despite the
difficulties with the piece, it presents a good argument.
It has a specific main idea in each paragraph and provides information to support the author’s opinion. The
author connects the details (difficulty quitting, addiction) to a personal goal (“I don’t think I will ever
smoke”). Although there is an awkward spot in sentence phrasing (“Until he found the patch, which
helped him quit”), generally the sentence construction
is good. There are varied sentence lengths and types.
There are very few convention errors, and the communication is clear.

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through inclusion of interesting and relevant details and examples
- descriptive details enhance the piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs, with appropriate transitions
- conclusion is a strong statement
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses comparisons to create an image
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 7

Grade 6

Discussion: This is a summary of information in essay format. It clearly
has been researched, although there are no sources cited. The piece has
predictable organization, following the key points of Champlain’s life beginning with his birth and ending with his death. The writing is technically
sound. The sentence structure is varied in length and type, and the paragraphs are constructed with a topic sentence and supporting details. It
fulfills the academic purpose of the writing. With the editing, there are
very few errors. However, the piece does not have much voice. The sentences do not flow well and the paragraphs are not clearly connected.
They read more as a list of facts than a sequenced piece of writing. In this
sample the content and structure are all correct, but the piece does not
engage the reader.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- conclusion is a summary of main ideas
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 8

Grade 6
Discussion: This piece is written as an essay, but is apparently intended to be delivered as a speech. The topic is
clearly introduced. There is a sub-topic with supporting details in each paragraph. The conclusion summarizes the
main points in the essay. There is a strong author’s voice in
the piece. The word choice is strong (“lonely, rebellious, confused”, “angered”, incomplete information”) and clear. There
are some problems with sentence structure, including internal punctuation (commas) and run-on sentences (“Not everyone is what they claim to be you can never trust just anyone
online”, “You must treat a stranger online like a stranger that
you would meet on the street you would not…”). There are
also some minor convention errors (us/use, your/you’re,
there/their). Despite these, the communication is clear and
the content and organization certainly make up for the weaker structural pieces.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through examples
- descriptive details enhance the piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting
details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- conclusion is a summary of main ideas and arguments
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning
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Sample 9

Grade 6
Discussion: This sample is written in essay format, although it is intended to be presented
orally. The fact that it is a speech explains the
informal introduction. The piece follows a logical
organizational pattern and tries to connect the
key points in the piece. The key points are generally supported by details and examples. The
piece uses vocabulary specific to the topic
(“psychological”, emotional” “chemical imbalance”, “anorexia”, “bulimia”) and as well as
some good descriptive words (“intensely”,
“susceptible”, “widespread theory”). The transitions between key ideas are generally good,
although a bit informal (“Now, before I tell you
more…”, “Well…”, “Now,…”). The transitions
work better as an oral presentation than in written form. The conclusion introduces a new idea
(offering support) that is not particularly well developed. It is only peripherally connected to the
previous information (by stressing how serious
anorexia and bulimia are); the paragraph works
well as part of the body of the piece, but not as
the conclusion.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/
purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded
through relevant details and examples
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas
and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs and includes appropriate transitions
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- uses a variety of transition words
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with
content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning.
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Sample 10

Grade 6
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Sample 10, cont’d

Grade 6

Discussion: This sample is a research paper. It has good content and organization, but the author seems to have some problems with layout. There is no introduction or conclusion in this
piece; the topic and focus are inferred from the title page. Information is organized by categories. Some are better written than
others and the author’s voice comes through clearly in some
sections. Based on the comment in the bibliography, perhaps
these sections are the ones that came from the author’s grandmother. The other sections (Food, Tools, Weapons) read more
like lists of information; the sentences are not well constructed
and the author’s voice is absent. The bibliography has sources
listed, but not completely or correctly. The pictures on the final
page are well presented but are not all connected to the information in the text and therefore don’t actually work to support
the text.
MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through relevant details
and examples
- descriptive details enhance the piece
- writing is organized in paragraphs and includes illustration and captions
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses prepositional phrases to create an image
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses correct end punctuation
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede
meaning.
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Sample 11

Grade 6

Discussion: The sample is an essay
written in response to a current
event. It is partly opinion, but also
refers to specific events and references. Sources should be cited for
both, but there is no bibliography
with the piece. The essay is generally well put together, although the
actual topic (Fighting in the NHL) is
not clearly outlined until the second
paragraph. The description of Bertuzzi’s hit on Moore is an effective
hook for the reader, however there
are a lot of details in the introductory paragraph that are probably not
directly related to the point the author might be trying to make. The
author’s voice comes through quite
clearly. There are some problems
with run-on sentences and incorrect
internal punctuation, but generally
the communication is clear and the
errors do not detract from the message.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS

Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific
audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through examples
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between
key ideas and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- conclusion is a summary of main points and arguments
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses descriptive language to create images (interesting words and phrases, comparisons)
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning.
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Sample 12

Grade 6

Discussion: This sample follows an essay format. It presents the topic in the introductory paragraph and then presents arguments both for and against the topic.
The conclusion summarizes some of the key ideas and is connected to the introduction. Each paragraph addresses a different aspect of the topic. There are details and examples given to support each key idea. Although some of the topic
sentences are a bit vague (“Entertainment outside the house is theme parks.”),
most of the paragraphs are well constructed. Most of the sentence structure is
good, although there are a few examples of run-on sentences. There are also
some difficulties with pronoun reference (“some people get serious brain tumours
destroyed without the surgeon even opening their head”). However, given the
length of the piece, the errors are not significant. Because this is an opinion
piece, there is no need for a bibliography.
EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS
Rubric qualities:
- content is developed for a specific audience/purpose
- topic is focused and maintained
- main and supporting ideas are expanded through examples
- descriptive details enhance the piece
- beginning develops topic with supporting details and ideas
- establishes connections between key ideas and supporting details
- writing is organized in paragraphs
- conclusion is a summary of main points and arguments
- word choice is appropriate for intended audience
- uses precise vocabulary according to context
- uses descriptive language to create images
- uses simple, compound, and complex sentences
- uses a variety of sentence lengths
- voice is evident
- writing creates a tone that is consistent with content
- uses correct capitalization
- uses appropriate noun-pronoun agreement
- spells most words correctly; errors do not significantly impede meaning.
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